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Abstract 

 

 

This paper introduces a circle detection method based on Differential Evolution (DE) optimization. Just as circle 

detection has been lately considered as a fundamental component for many computer vision algorithms, DE has 

evolved as a successful heuristic method for solving complex optimization problems, still keeping a simple structure 

and an easy implementation. It has also shown advantageous convergence properties and remarkable robustness. The 

detection process is considered similar to a combinational optimization problem. The algorithm uses the combination 

of three edge points as parameters to determine circles candidates in the scene yielding a reduction of the search 

space. The objective function determines if some circle candidates are actually present in the image. This paper 

focuses particularly on one DE-based algorithm known as the Discrete Differential Evolution (DDE), which 

eventually has shown better results than the original DE in particular for solving combinatorial problems. In the DDE, 

suitable conversion routines are incorporated into the DE, aiming to operate from integer values to real values and 

then getting integer values back, following the crossover operation. The final algorithm is a fast circle detector that 

locates circles with sub-pixel accuracy even considering complicated conditions and noisy images. Experimental 

results on several synthetic and natural images with varying range of complexity validate the efficiency of the 

proposed technique considering accuracy, speed, and robustness. 

 

1. Introduction 
 

The problem of detecting circular features holds paramount importance for image analysis, in particular 

for industrial applications such as automatic inspection of manufactured products and components, aided 

vectorization of drawings, target detection and so [1]. Solving object location is commonly approached by 

two techniques: deterministic techniques which include the application of Hough-transform-based 

methods [2], geometric hashing and template or model matching techniques [3, 4]. On the other hand, 

stochastic techniques include random sample consensus techniques [5], simulated annealing [6] and 

genetic algorithms (GA) [7].  

 

Template and model matching techniques have been successfully applied to shape detection among 

several other [8]. Shape coding techniques and combination of shape properties have also been used to 

represent such objects. The main drawback is related to the contour extraction step from real images as it 

is difficult, for some models, to deal with pose invariance except for very few simple objects.  

 

Commonly, the circle detection in digital images is performed through the Circular Hough Transform [9]. 

A typical Hough-based approach employs an edge detector and uses edge information to infer locations 

and radius values. Peak detection is then performed by averaging, filtering and histogramming the 

transform space. However, such approach requires a large storage space given the 3-D cells needed to 

cover the parameters (x, y, r), the computational complexity and the low processing speed. Moreover, the 

accuracy of the extracted parameters of the detected circle is poor, particularly in presence of noise [10]. 

In particular for a digital image of significant width and height and densely populated edge pixels, the 

required processing time for Circular Hough Transform makes it prohibitive to be deployed in real time 

applications. In order to overcome such a problem, other researchers have proposed new methods whose 

principles differs from classic Hough transform although the name is somehow kept. for instance the 
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Probabilistic Hough Transforms [11], the Randomized Hough Transform (RHT) [12] and the Fuzzy 

Hough Transform [13]. Some other methods that incorporate alternative transforms have been reviewed 

by Becker at [14]. 

 

Stochastic search methods for the shape recognition in computer vision such as Genetic Algorithms (GA) 

have also offered important results. In particular, GA has recently been applied to shape detection through 

primitive extraction in the work by Roth and Levine in [15]. Lutton et al. have developed further 

improvement on the aforementioned method in [16]. Yao et al., proposed a multi-population GA to detect 

ellipses [17]. In [49], GA has been used for template matching by applying an unknown affine 

transformation. Ayala–Ramirez et al., presented a circle detector based on GA [18] which can detect 

multiple circles on real images but fails frequently on detecting imperfect circles. Recently, Das et al. in 

[19], have proposed an automatic circle detector (AnDE) through a novel optimization method which 

combines differential evolution and simulated annealing. The algorithm has been able to detect only one 

circle upon synthetic images. However, as the algorithm is based on a non-combinatorial approach (just 

like the original DE), it frequently converges to sub-optimal solutions. Moreover, unstable behaviors 

within the process of adapting a non-combinatorial approach in order to solve a combinatorial problem 

quite often yield a heavy computing load. 

 

Another example is presented by Rosin et al. in [20]. It applies soft computing techniques to shape 

classification. In the case of ellipsoidal detection, Rosin proposes in [21] an ellipse fitting algorithm that 

uses five points. In [22], Zhang and Rosin extend the algorithm to fit data upon super-ellipses.  

 

The novel evolutionary computation technique known as Differential Evolution (DE) has been introduced 

by Storn and Price in 1995 [23]. It has gained much attention yielding a wide range of applications for 

solving complex optimization problems. The procedure resembles the structure of an evolutionary 

algorithm (EA), but differs on the way it generates new candidate solutions and on the use of a ‘greedy’ 

selection scheme. Moreover, DE performs searching by using floating point representations opposing the 

binary wording, commonly used by other EA schemes. DE also takes relevant concepts for ‘larger 

populations’ from GAs, and ‘self-adapting mutation’ from ESs.  

 

In general, the DE algorithm can be considered as a fast robust algorithm which represents an actual 

alternative to EA. Considering the advantages of DE over other optimization methods, it has become 

more and more popular in solving complex, nonlinear, non-differentiable and non-convex optimization 

problems. Over the recent years, DE has been successfully applied to different subjects such as reservoir 

system optimization [24], optimal design of shell-and-tube heat exchangers [25], beef property model 

optimization problems [26], generation planning problems [27], distribution network reconfiguration 

problems [28], capacitor placement problems [29], induction motor identification problems [30], optimal 

design of gas transmission network [31] and chaotic systems control and synchronization [32], just to 

name a few. 

 

An optimization problem is considered to be combinatorial as long as its set of feasible solutions is both 

finite and discrete, i.e., enumerable; therefore the classical DE cannot be applied to combinatorial or 

permutative problems unless a modification is added [33]. The situation arises from the fact that 

crossover and mutation mechanisms invariably change any given value to a real number, leading to 

unstable behaviors [34] and sub-optimal solutions [35]. By truncating real-valued parameters to their 

nearest feasible value, DE has been applied to combinatorial tasks [19]. However, such solution itself has 

led to infeasible solutions and long compute times [33,34]. Over the years, some researchers have been 

working on DE combinatorial optimization [36, 37], concluding that DE may be appropriate for 

combinatorial optimization, as it seems effective and competitive in comparison to other related 

approaches. Some combinatorial-based DE optimization schemes have proved their effectiveness: the 

Discrete Differential Evolution (DDE) [38,44], the Relative Position Indexing Approach [39], the 

Smallest Position Value Approach [40], the Discrete/Binary Approach [41] and the Discrete Set Handling 

Approach [42]. Discrete Differential Evolution (DDE) has evolved from DE, offering better performance 

for solving combinatorial problems. In DDE, suitable conversion routines are incorporated into DE, 

aiming to operate from integer values to real values in such a way that integer values can be retrieved 

after the crossover operation. 

 

This paper presents an algorithm for the automatic detection of circular shapes from complicated and 

noisy images with no consideration of the conventional Hough transform principles. The detection 

process is considered to be similar to a combinatorial optimization problem. The DDE is then applied to 
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search the entire edge-map for circular shapes. The algorithm uses the combination of three non-collinear 

edge points as candidate circles (x,y,r) in the edge image of the scene. A new objective function to 

measure the existence of a candidate circle on the edge map has bee proposed following the 

neighbourhood of a central pixel through the Midpoint Circle Algorithm (MCA) [43]. Guided by the 

values of this objective function, the set of encoded candidate circles are evolved using the DDE so that 

they can fit into actual circles within the edge map of the image. The approach generates a sub-pixel 

circle detector which can effectively identify circles in real images despite circular objects exhibiting a 

significant occluded portion. Experimental evidence shows the effectiveness of such method for detecting 

circles under various conditions. A comparison to one state-of-the-art GA-based method [18] and the 

Annealed Differential Evolution Algorithm (AnDE) [19] on different images has been included to 

demonstrate the superior performance of the proposed method. 

 

This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 provides a brief outline of the classical DE. Section 3 briefly 

discusses the combinatorial optimization problem and explains the DDE approach. In Section 4, the 

Circle detection algorithm based on DDE is assembled. Experimental results for the proposed approach 

are presented in Section 5 while Section 6 discusses some relevant conclusions. 

 

2.  Differential evolution algorithm 

 

In recent years, there has been a growing research interest in the application of evolutionary algorithms 

for several fields of science and engineering. The differential evolution (DE) algorithm ([23], [45], [46]) 

is a relatively novel optimization technique that is able to efficiently solve numerical-optimization 

problems. The algorithm has successfully been applied in many different problems while it has gained a 

wide acceptance and popularity because of its simplicity, robustness, and good convergence properties 

[47]. 

 

The DE algorithm is a simple and direct search algorithm based on population that aims for optimizing 

global multi-modal functions. Like Genetic Algorithms (GA), it employs the crossover and mutation 

operators and the selection mechanism. An important difference between the GA and DE algorithms is 

that the GA relies on the crossover operator to provide the exchange of information among the solutions, 

building the best solutions. On the other hand, the DE algorithm relies on the mutation operation as the 

main operator and also employs a non-uniform crossover that takes child vector parameters from one 

parent more frequently than from others. The non-uniform crossover operator efficiently shuffles 

information about successful combinations. This enables the search to focus on the most promising area 

of the solution space.  

 

The DE algorithm also introduces a novel mutation operation which is not only simple, but also 

significantly effective. It is based on the differences of randomly sampled pairs of solutions in the 

population. The DE algorithm is also fast, easy to use, very easily adaptable for integer and discrete 

optimization and quite effective for nonlinear constraint optimization including penalty functions. 

 

The version of DE algorithm used in this work is known as DE/best/l/exp or ‘‘DE1” ([23], [45]). Classic 

DE algorithms begin by initializing a population of 
p

N  and D-dimensional vectors considering parameter 

values that are randomly distributed between the pre-specified lower initial parameter bound 
,lowj

x and the 

upper initial parameter bound 
,highj

x as follows: 

 

, , ,low ,high ,low
rand(0,1) ( );

j i t j j j
x x x x= + ⋅ −  

1, 2, , ;    1, 2, , ;    0.
p

j D i N t= = =K K  
(1) 

 

The subscript t is the generation index, while j and i are the parameter and population indexes 

respectively. Hence, 
, ,j i t

x  is the jth parameter of the ith population vector in generation t. In order to 

generate a trial solution, DE algorithm first mutates the best solution vector 
,best t

x  from the current 

population by adding the scaled difference of two vectors from the current population. 

 

1 2, , , ,
( );

i t best t r t r t
F= + ⋅ −v x x x  

{ }1 2, 1,2, , pr r N∈ K  

(2) 
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with 
,i t

v  being the mutant vector. Vector indices 
1
r  and 

2
r  are randomly selected except that they are all 

distinct and have no relation to the population index i (i.e., 
1 2
r r i≠ ≠ ). The mutation scale factor F is a 

positive real number that is typically less than one. Figure 1 illustrates the vector-generation process 

defined by Equation (2).  

 
The next step in the crossover operation is that one or more parameter values of the mutant vector 

,i t
v    

are exponentially crossed with those belonging to the ith population vector
,i t

x . The result is the trial 

vector 
,i t

u  which is computed by considering element to element as follows: 

, , rand

, ,

, ,

, if rand(0,1)  or ,

, otherwise.

j i t

j i t

j i t

v Cr j j
u

x

≤ == 


 (3) 

 

with  { }rand 1, 2, ,j D∈ K .   

 

The crossover constant (0.0 1.0)Cr≤ ≤ controls the fraction of parameters to which the mutant vector is 

contributing in final trial vector. In addition, the trial vector always inherits the mutant vector parameter 

according to the randomly chosen index randj , assuring that the trial vector differs by at least one 

parameter from the vector to which it is being compared ( ,i tx ). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Fig. 1. Two-dimensional example of an objective function showing its contour lines 

and the process for generating v in scheme DE/best/l/exp from vectors of the current generation. 

 
Finally, the selection operation is used to create the better solutions. Thus, if the computed cost function 

value for trial vector is less than or equal to target vector, then such trial vector replaces the target vector 

in the next generation. Otherwise, the target vector remains in the population for at least one more 

generation, yielding  

 

, , ,

, 1

,

, if ( ) ( ),

, otherwise.

i t i t i t

i t

i t

f f
+

≤
= 


u u x
x

x
 (4) 

 
Here, f represents the cost function. These processes are repeated until a termination criterion is attained 

or a predetermined generation number is reached. 

 
3. Discrete Differential Evolution 

 

The classical DE cannot be applied directly to discrete, combinatorial or permutative problems unless it is 

modified. The crossover and mutation mechanisms invariably change any given value to a real number 

leading to unstable behaviors [34] and sub-optimal solutions [35]. By truncating real-valued parameters to 

their nearest feasible value, DE has been applied to combinatorial tasks [19]. However, such solution 

itself has led to unstable behaviors characterized by infeasible solutions and long compute times [33, 34]. 

1,r tx  

2,r tx  

1, 2,r t r t−x x  

,best tx  

,i tx  

,i tv  

1, 2,( )r t r tF ⋅ −x x  

2x  

1x  
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Therefore it is required to modify the DE algorithm either changing the population mechanism or the 

crossover/mutation mechanism. In this work, the experiment followed the proposal given in [44]. It does 

not modify the DE strategies in any way, but manipulate the population in order to enable a smoother 

DE’s operation. Since the solution for a given population is discrete in nature, a suitable conversion 

routine is required in order to change the solution from integer numbers to real-sized values, retrieving the 

integer–sized values after the crossover. The population is thus generated as a set of integers considering 

two conversions routines as follows: Forward transformation and backward transformation to convert 

between integer-size and real-size values accordingly. This new heuristic has been named as Discrete 

Differential Evolution (DDE) [38, 44]. 

 

The basic DDE outline is: 

 

• Population Generation: An initial discrete solutions number is generated for the initial 

population.  

• Forward Transformation (Integer to Real Conversion): This conversion scheme transforms the 

solution from integer-size values to the real-size numbers. 

• DE Strategy: Full DDE algorithm described in section 3. 

• Backward Transformation (Real to Integer Conversion): This conversion scheme transforms 

the solution back from real-size values to integer-sized numbers. 

• Validation: If the integer-size values represent a feasible solution, i.e. inside the interval of 

possible values, then it is accepted and evaluated by the next population. 

 

3.1 Forward Transformation. 

 

The conversion scheme transforms the solution from integer-size values to a real-size format. The 

formulation of the forward transformation is: 

 

3

5
1

10 1

i

i

x h
x

⋅ ⋅′ = − +
−

 (5) 

 

The equivalent real-size value 
i
x′  for 

i
x is given as

2 2 3
10 5 10 10≤ ⋅ < . The domain of the variable 

i
x  is 

length = 5 as shown in
2

5 10⋅ . The precision of the value to be generated is set at two decimal places as it 

is given by the superscript two in
2

10 . The range of the variable 
i
x  falls between 1 and 

3
10 . The lower 

bound is 1 whereas the upper bound of 
3

10 is obtained from extensive experimentation. The upper bound 
3

10  provides optimal filtering for closely generated values. The factor h has been established after 

extensive experimentation to 100 [44].  

 

3.2 Backward Transformation. 

 

The backward transformation is the reverse operation to forward transformation. It converts the real-size 

value back to an integer format as follows:  

 
3

(1 ) (10 1)
int  [ ]

5

i

i

x
x

h

′+ ⋅ −′ =
⋅

 (6) 

 
Assuming 

i
x′  to be the real-size value obtained from the classical DE algorithm. The value 

i
x′  is rounded 

to the nearest integer. 

 

3.3 Validation 

 

The DDE algorithm searches for an optimum within the feasible search-space S, just like any other 

stochastic optimization algorithm. However, in the scope of this paper, there exist some parameter sets 

that might not provide physically feasible solutions to the problem, despite they belong to the searching 

space. Moreover, restricting the search-space to the feasible region might be difficult because the 

constraints are not that simple to be established [46]. Therefore a penalty strategy [46, 47] should be 

implemented within the DE algorithm for tackling such a problem. If a candidate set is not a physically 
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plausible solution, i.e. yielding an unstable system, then an exaggerated cost function value is returned. 

As this value is uncommonly large in comparison to usual cost function values, such ‘‘unstable” siblings 

are usually eliminated on a single generation. 

 

 

4. Circle detection using DDE 

 

Circles are represented in this work by means of parameters of the well-known second degree equation 

(see Equation 7), that passes through three points in the edge space of the image. Images are preprocessed 

by an edge detection step as a single-pixel edge detection method for object’s contour is required. This 

task is accomplished by the classical Canny algorithm yielding the locations for each edge point. Such 

points are the only potential candidates to define circles by considering triplets. All the edge points in the 

image are thus stored in a vector array { }1 2
, , ,

pN
P p p p= K  with 

p
N as the total number of edge pixels 

contained in the image. So the algorithm stores the ( , )
i i
x y  coordinates for each edge pixel 

i
p  inside an 

edge vector. 

 

In order to construct each of the circle candidates (or individuals within the DE framework), indexes
1
i , 

2
i  

and 
3
i  of three edge points must be combined, since the circle’s contour is assumed to go through 

points
1i

p ; 
2i

p ; 
3i

p . A number of candidate solutions are generated randomly for the initial population. 

The solutions will thus evolve through the application of the DDE algorithm as the evolution over the 

population takes place until a minimum is reached and the best individual is considered as the solution for 

the circle detection problem. 

 

Applying classic methods based on Hough Transform for circle detection would normally require huge 

amounts of memory and consume large computation time. In order to reach a sub-pixel resolution –an 

equal feature of the method presented in this paper, they also consider three edge points to cast a vote for 

the corresponding point within the parameter space. Such methods also require an evidence-collecting 

step that is also implemented by the method in this paper but as the evolution process is performed and 

the objective function improves at each generation by discriminating non plausible circles. Thus, the 

circle will be located, with no visits to several image points.  

 

The following paragraphs clearly explain the required steps to formulate the circle detection task just as 

one DE optimization problem. 

 

4.1. Individual representation 

 

Each element C of the population uses three edge points as elements. In this representation, the edge 

points are stored according to one index that is relative to their position within the edge array P of the 

image. That will encode an individual as the circle that passes through the three points
i
p ,

j
p and

k
p  

( { , , }
i j k

C p p p= ). Each circle C is represented by three parameters
0
x , 

0
y  and r, being 

0 0
( , )x y  the (x, y) 

coordinates of the center of the circle and r its radius. The equation of the circle passing through the three 

edge points can be computed as follows: 

  
2 2 2

0 0
( ) ( )x x y y r− + − =  (7) 

considering 

 
2 2 2 2

2 2 2 2

( ) 2 ( )

( ) 2 ( )

j j j i j i

k k i i k i

x y x y y y

x y x y y y

 + − + ⋅ −
=  + − + ⋅ − 

A

2 2 2 2

2 2 2 2

2 ( ) ( )

2 ( ) ( )

j i j j i i

k i k k i i

x x x y x y

x x x y x y

 ⋅ − + − +
=  ⋅ − + − + 

B , (8) 

 

0

det( )

4(( )( ) ( )( ))
j i k i k i j i

x
x x y y x x y y

=
− − − − −

A
,

0

det( )

4(( )( ) ( )( ))
j i k i k i j i

y
x x y y x x y y

=
− − − − −

B
, (9) 

and 
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2 2

0 0( ) ( )d dr x x y y= − + − , (10) 

 

with det(.) representing the determinant and { }, ,d i j k∈ . Figure 2 illustrates the parameters defined by 

Equations 7 to 10. 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 2. Circle candidate (individual) built from the combination of points
i
p , jp and

k
p . 

 

Thus, it is possible to represent the shape parameters (for the circle, [
0
x ,

0
y , r]) as a transformation T of 

the edge vector indexes i, j  and k. 

 

[ ]0 0, , ( , , )x y r T i j k=  (11) 

with T being the transformation calculated using 
0
x ,

0
y , and r from equations (7) to (10). 

 

By exploring each index as an individual parameter, it is possible to sweep the continuous space looking 

for the shape parameters using the DE optimization but keeping an integer representation through the 

DDE algorithm. This approach reduces the search space by eliminating unfeasible solutions. 

 

4.2 Objective function 

 

Optimization refers to the search of parameters that minimize an objective function or error. In order to 

calculate the error produced of an individual C, the circumference coordinate is calculated as a virtual 

shape. It must be thus validated, i.e. if it really exists in the edge image. The test for these points 

is
1 2

{ , , , }
sN

S s s s= K , with 
s

N representing the number of test points over which the existence of an edge 

point will be seek. 

 

The test S is generated by the midpoint circle algorithm [42]. The midpoint circle algorithm (MCA) is a 

method seeking the required points for drawing a circle. It requires as inputs only the radius r and the 

center point
0 0

( , )x y . The algorithm considers the circle equation x
2
 + y

2
 = r

2
, with only the first octant. It 

draws a curve starting at point (r, 0) and proceeds upwards-left by using integer additions and 

subtractions. See full details in [48]. 

 

The MCA aims to calculate the required points 
s

N  in order to represent the circle considering 

coordinates
1 2

{ , , , }
sN

S s s s= K . The algorithm is considered the quickest providing a sub-pixel precision 

[48]. However, in order to protect the MCA operation, it is important to assure that points lying outside 

the image plane must not be considered as they must be included in
s

N too. 

 

The objective function J(C) represents the error produced among the pixels S for the circle candidate C, 

i.e. the pixels that actually exist in the edge image, yielding: 
 

r  
i
p  

j
p  

k
p  

0 0
( , )x y  
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1

( , )

( ) 1

sN

i i

i

s

E x y

J C
N

== −
∑

 

(12) 

 
where ( , )

i i
E x y is a function that verifies the pixel existence in ( , )

i i
x y  and Ns  is the number of pixels 

lying in the circle’s perimeter that correspond to C, currently under testing.  The function ( , )
i i

E x y  

allows a small error between the position of the test edge pixel and the circumference point of ( , )
i i
x y  

calculated by the MCA operation. For the test, it is considered a D x D neighborhood NB with center 

at ( , )
i i
x y . It serves as the test-region NB where the pixel existence is to be verified. Hence, ( , )

i i
E x y  is 

defined as: 

 

1 if a pixel within  in ( , ) is an edge point
( , )

0 otherwise

i i

i i

NB x y
E x y

= 


 (13) 

 
Thus, Equation (12) accumulates the number of successful edge test-points (points in S) that are actually 

present in the edge image. After some trial and error, it has been determined that taking D=5 is generally 

enough for the circular detection task. Therefore the algorithm tries to minimize ( )J C
 
since a smaller 

value implies a better response (minimum error) of the “circularity” operator. The optimization process 

can thus be stopped after either the maximum number of epochs is reached or a satisfactory error in ( )J C  

is found. 

 

4.3. Implementation of DDE 

 

The implementation of DDE can be summarized into the following steps: 

 

Step 1: Setting the DDE parameters. Initializing the population of m individuals where each 

decision variable
i
p ,

j
p and

k
p  of 

a
C is set randomly within the interval [1,

p
N ]. All 

values must be integers. Considering (1,2, , )a m∈ K .  

Step 2: Evaluating the objective value J(
a

C ) for all m individuals, and determining the 

best
x showing the best objective value (minimum value). 

Step 3: Converting the parameters from integer-size to real-size format using Equation (5). 

Step 4: Performing mutation operation for each individual according to Equation (2), in order to 

obtain each individual’s mutant. 

Step 5: Performing crossover operation between each individual and its corresponding mutant, 

following Equation (3) to obtain each individual’s trial. 

Step 6: Converting the parameters from real-size to integer-size format using Equation (6). 

Step 7: Evaluating the objective values (J(C)) of trial individuals. 

Step 8: Performing selection between each individual and its corresponding trial value, following 

Equation (4), in order to generate new individuals for the next generation. 

Step 9: Checking all individuals. If a candidate parameter set is not physically plausible, i.e. out 

of the range [1,
p

N ], then an exaggerated cost function value is returned. This aims to 

eliminate ‘‘unstable” individuals. 

Step 10: Determining the best individual of the current new population by using the best objective 

value. If the objective value is better than the objective value of
best

C , then 
best

C must be 

updated following the objective value of the current best individual in Equation 2. 

Step 11: If the stopping criterion is met, then the output 
best

C is the solution (a circle contained in 

the image), otherwise go back to Step 3. 

 

5. Experimental results 

 

In order to evaluate the performance of the proposed circle detector, several experimental tests have been 

developed as follows: 
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(5.1) Circle detection 

(5.2) Shape discrimination 

(5.3) Multiple circle detection 

(5.4) Circular approximation 

(5.5) Approximation from occluded circles, imperfect circles or arc detection 

(5.6) Performance comparison 

 

Table 1 presents the parameters of the DDE algorithm for this work. Once determined experimentally, 

they are kept for all the test images through all experiments. 

 
F Cr Population size The search space for each 

variable
i
p ,

j
p and

k
p  

D 

0.25 0.80 30 [1, pN ] 5 

Table 1. DDE detector parameters 

 

All the experiments are performed on a Pentium IV 2.5 GHz computer under C language programming. 

All the images are preprocessed by the standard Canny edge-detector using the image-processing toolbox 

for MATLAB R2008a.   

 

5.1 Circle localization 

 

5.1.1. Synthetic images 

 

The experimental setup includes the use of 20 synthetic images of 200x200 pixels. Each image has been 

generated drawing only one circle, randomly located. Some of these images were contaminated adding 

noise to increase the complexity in the detection process. The parameters to be detected are the center of 

the circle position (x, y) and its radius (r). The algorithm is set to 100 epochs for each test image. In all the 

cases the algorithm is able to detect the parameters of the circle, even in presence of noise. The detection 

is robust to translation and scale conserving a reasonably low elapsed time (typically under 1ms). Figure 3 

shows the results of the circle detection for two different synthetic images.  

 

5.1.2. Natural images 

 

This experiment tests the circle detection upon real-life images. Twenty five images of 640x480 pixels 

are used on the test. All are captured using digital camera under 8-bit color format. Each natural scene 

includes a circle shape among other objects. All images are preprocessed using an edge detection 

algorithm and then fed into the DE-based detector. Figure 4 shows a particular case from the 25 test 

images. 
                                             

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

 
(c) 

 
(d) 
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Fig. 3. Circle detection from synthetic images: (a) an original circle image, (b) its corresponding detected circle. (c) A 

second circle image with added noise and (d) its corresponding detected circle. 

 

 

 
 

Fig. 4. Circle detection applied to a real-life image. The detected circle is shown near the ball’s periphery. 

 

Real-life images rarely contain perfect circles, and therefore the detection algorithm approximates the 

circle that better adapts to the imperfect circle within the noisy image. Such circle corresponds to the 

smallest error obtained for the objective function J(C). The results on detection have been statistically 

analyzed for comparison purposes. For instance, the detection algorithm is executed 100 times on the 

same image (Figure 4), yielding the same parameters
0

210x = , 
0

325y = , and r=165. This indicates that 

the proposed DDE algorithm is able to converge to the minimum solution obtained from the objective 

function J(C). Again, the experiment has considered 100 epochs. 

 

5.2. Shape discrimination tests 

 

This section discusses on the circle detection ability when any other shapes are present in the image. Five 

synthetic images of 540x300 pixels are considered for the experiment. Noise has been added to all 

images. At each test, the algorithm runs 100 times storing two data: the number of correct circle 

detections and the elapsed time. A limit of 500 generations is set. The exact number of shapes per image 

is shown by Table 1. Figure 5 shows the algorithm being applied to the image number 5 which includes 

11 shapes.  

Image Shapes in the image Time (s) Accuracy rate (%) 

1 2 0.9 100 

2 3 1.2 100 

3 4 1.4 100 

4 8 1.8 100 

5 11 2.0 100 
 

Table 1. Five test synthetic images are used for the shape discrimination experiment, considering five distinct 

numbers of shapes within the image. 

 

 

           
 

                                                (a)                                                                                   (b) 

Fig. 5. Results from testing eleven different shapes on a synthetic image: (a) the original image portraying added 

noise and (b) the detected circle 
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The same experiment is repeated using natural images. Table 2 resumes the system performance for this 

experiment. It is notorious that circles are fully detected for most cases and for about 97% in worst cases. 

That implies that the circle discrimination from other shapes is completely feasible on natural real-life 

images. Translation and change of scale are well handled by the approach. Figure 6 shows the algorithm 

being applied to the image number 4 which includes 5 different shapes.  

 

Image Shapes in the image Time (s) Accuracy rate (%) 

1 2 0.9 100 

2 3 0.9 100 

3 4 0.9 100 

4 5 1.8 100 

5 8 3.2 97 
 

Table 2. Shape Discrimination experiment using real-life images. 

 

        
 
                                                (a)                                                                                 (b) 

 

        
 
                                                 (c)                                                                                (d) 

  
Fig. 6. Different shapes embedded into a real-life image. (a) The test image (b) the corresponding edge map, (c) circle 

detected and (d) the detected circle over the original image. 

5.3. Multiple circle detection 

 

The approach is also capable of detecting several circles embedded into a real-life image. However the 

maximum number of circular shapes to be found must be set prior to operation. The approach will work 

over the edge image until the first circle is detected. Hence it represents the circle with the minimum 

objective function value J(C). Once such shape is masked (i.e. eliminated) on the primary edge image, the 

DDE circle detector operates over the modified secondary image. The procedure is repeated until the 

maximum number of detected shapes is reached. Finally, a validation of all detected circles is performed 

by analyzing continuity of the detected circumference segments as proposed in [41]. Such procedure is 

required in case the user requests more circular shapes than the number of circles actually present in the 

image. If none of the detected shapes satisfies the circular completeness criterion, the system may simply 

reply a negative response such as: “no circle detected”. The algorithm may also identify any other circle-

like shape in the image by selecting the best shapes until maximum shape number is reached.  
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                                               (a)                                                                                        (b) 

Fig. 7. Multiple circle detection on real-life images: (a) the original image holding the best three detected circular 

shapes, (b) the edge image after applying the Canny algorithm. 

 

 

      
                                           (a)                                                                                             (b) 

      
                                            (c)                                                                                              (d) 

Fig. 8. Circular approximation: (a) The original image (b) its circular approximation considering three circles, (c) 

original image and (d) its circular approximation considering only two circles. 

 

Figure 7(a) shows a real-life image including several detected circles which have been previously 

sketched. For this case, the algorithm searched for the three best circular shapes. The edge image after the 

Canny algorithm application is also shown by Figure 7(b). Such image is the one actually fed to the 

algorithm. 

 

The DDE algorithm is an iterative procedure which naturally builds an edge map containing the potential 

candidates that represent the circular shapes as they are identified through each step of the procedure. 

Each circle is rated according to the value recursively stored in the objective function J(C), keeping track 

for the requested number of circles (such number being defined at the very beginning of the algorithm). 

 

The iterative nature of the DDE algorithm means that the input image to the current step of the algorithm 

represents the optimized image from the previous step. The last image therefore does not include any 
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fully detected circle because such a shape has already been registered into the edge map and no longer 

considered for future steps. The algorithm continues focusing exclusively on other potential maps which 

may or may not represent another circle.  A maximum of 100 generations is normally considered as the 

limit for detecting a potential circle. 

 

5.4 Circular approximation 

 

Since circle detection has been considered an optimization problem, it is possible to approximate a given 

shape as the concatenation of circles. This can be achieved using one feature of the DDE algorithm which 

may detect multiple circles just as it was explained in the previous sub-section. Thus, the DDE algorithms 

may continually find circles which may approach a given shape according to the values already stored in 

the objective function J(C). 

 

Figure 8 shows some examples of circular approximation. The applications of the circular approximation 

ranges from the detection of small circular segments of an object (see Figure 8(a) and 8(b)) up to the 

semi-detection of ellipses as it is shown by Figure 8(c) and 8(d). 

 

 

5.5.2 Circle extraction from occluded or imperfect circles and arc detection. 

 

The circle detection algorithm described in this paper may also be useful to approximate circular shapes 

from arc segments, occluded circular shapes or imperfect circles. This functionality is quite relevant 

considering such shapes are all common to typical computer vision problems. The proposed algorithm is 

able to find circle parameters that better approach to the arc, occluded or imperfect circles. Figure 9 

shows some examples of this functionality. Recalling that, at this paper, the detection process is 

approached as an optimization problem and that the objective function J(C) gathers the C points actually 

contained on the image, it is evident that a smaller value of J(C) commonly refers to a circle while a 

greater value of C accounts either for an arc, an occluded circle or an imperfect circle. Such fact does not 

represent any trouble as circles would be detected first while other shapes would follow.  In general, the 

detection of all kinds of circular shapes would only differ according to smaller or greater values of J(C). 

 

5.6. Performance comparison 

 

In order to enhance the algorithm analysis, the DDE algorithm is compared to the AnDE and the GA 

circle detectors over a set of common images.   

 

For the GA algorithm described in Ayala-Ramirez et al.[18], the population size is 70, the crossover 

probability is 0.55, the mutation probability is 0.10 and number of elite individuals is 2. The roulette 

wheel selection and the 1-point crossover are both applied. The parameter setup and the fitness function 

follow the configuration suggested in [18]. The AnDE algorithm follows the implementation from [19], 

considering the experimental parameter set as: F=0.25, 
max

0.9Cr = , 
min

0.7Cr = , 0.95α = , 
max

100T = .  

 

Real-life images rarely contain perfectly-shaped circles. In order to test accuracy, the results are 

compared to a ground-truth circle which is manually detected from the original edge-map. The parameters 

( , , )
true true true
x y r of such testing circle are computed using the Equations 7-10 for three circumference 

points from the manually detected circle. If the centre and the radius of such circle are successfully found 

by the algorithm by defining ( , )
D D
x y and

D
r , then an error score can be defined as follows: 

 

( )Es= true D true D true Dx x y y r rη µ⋅ − + − + ⋅ −  (14) 

 

The first term represents the shift of the centre of the detected circle as it is compared to the benchmark 

circle. The second term accounts for the difference between their radii. η  and µ  are two weights 

associated to each term in Equation (14). They are chosen accordingly to agree the required accuracy as 

0.05η = and 0.1µ = . This particular choice of parameters ensures that the radii difference would be 

strongly weighted in comparison to the difference of centre positions between the manually detected and 

the machine-detected circles.  
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In case the value Es is less than 1, the algorithm gets a success, otherwise it has failed in detecting the 

edge-circle. Notice that for 0.05η =  and 0.1µ = , it yields Es<1 which accounts for a maximal tolerated 

difference on radius length of 10 pixels, whereas the maximum mismatch for the centre location can be 

up to 20 pixels. In general, the success rate (SR) can thus be defined as the percentage of reaching success 

after a certain number of trials. 

 

 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

 
(c) 

 
(d) 

 
(e) 

 
(f) 

 
(g) 

 
(h)                                                  

 
Fig. 9. Circle approximation from occluded shapes or imperfect circles and arc detection. (a) Original image 

portraying two arcs, (b) the circle approximation for the first image, (c) an imperfect circle, (d) the circle 

approximation for the imperfect circle, (e) an imperfect circle embedded into a natural image, (f) the circle 

approximation for the natural image, (g) an occluded circle and (h) its circle approximation. 
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(a) (b) (c) 

Original images 

   
GA-based algorithm 

   

AnDE 

   
DDE algorithm 

   
 

Fig. 10. Synthetic images and their corresponding detected circles. 

 

 

 
 

Image 

 

Average time ± Standard deviation (s) 
 

 

Success rate (SR) (%) 

 

Es ± Standard deviation 

  

GA  

 

AnDE 

 

DDE 

 

GA 

 

AnDE 

 

DDE 

 

GA 

 

AnDE 

 

DDE 

Synthetic images 

(a) 1.37±(0.34) 2.62±(0.92) 0.30±(0.15) 100 90 100 0.61±(0.097) 0.89±(0.091) 0.31±(0.022) 

(b) 1.61±(0.45) 1.71±(0.87) 0.34±(0.13) 90 83 100 0.68±(0.088) 0.91±(0.088) 0.27±(0.024) 

(c) 2.71±(0.48) 4.22±(0.82) 0.41±(0.11) 88 80 99 0.76±(0.093) 0.92±(0.086) 0.19±(0.021) 
Natural Images 

(a) 2.44±(0.51) 4.11±(0.71) 1.03±(0.37) 90 80 100 0.71±(0.098) 0.92±(0.043) 0.33±(0.039) 
(b) 3.52±(0.60) 6.78±(0.67) 1.11±(0.29) 92 78 100 0.80±(0.095) 1.02±(0.188) 0.23±(0.031) 
(c) 4.11±(0.58) 7.88±(0.73) 1.72±(0.31) 88 70 98 0.72±(0.111) 1.42±(0.191) 0.59±(0.044) 

 

Table 2. The averaged execution-time and success rate of the GA-based algorithm, the AnDE method and the 

proposed DDE algorithm, considering six test images shown by Figures 10 and 11. 
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Figure 10 shows three synthetic images and the results obtained by the GA-based algorithm [18], the 

AnDE [19] and the proposed approach. Figure 11 presents the same experimental results considering real-

life images. The results are averaged over 35 independent runs for each algorithm. Table 2 shows the 

averaged execution time, the success rate in percentage, and the averaged error score (Es) following  

Equation (22) for all three algorithms over six test images shown by Figures 10 and 11. The best entries 

are bold-cased in Table 2. A close inspection reveals that the proposed method is able to achieve the 

highest success rate and the smallest error, still requiring less computational time for most cases. 

 
(a) (b) (c) 

Original images 

   
GA-based algorithm 

   
AnDE 

   
DDE algorithm 

   
 

Fig. 11. Natural images and their detected circles used by the algorithm comparison. 

 

 

6. Conclusions 

 

This work has presented an algorithm for the automatic detection of circular shapes from complicated and 

noisy images with no consideration of the conventional Hough transform principles. The proposed 

method is based on the Discrete Differential Evolution algorithm (DDE) which in turn has demonstrated 

relevant improvements in comparison to the original Differential Evolution (DE) for solving 

combinatorial problems. The algorithm uses the combination of three non-collinear edge points as circle 
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candidates within the edge image of the scene. An objective function evaluates if a given circle candidate 

is actually present in such edge image. Guided by the values of the objective function, the set of candidate 

circles are evolved using the DDE algorithm so that they can fit into the actual circles on the edge map of 

the image. As it can be verified from the results shown by Figures 3 to 11, our approach detects the circle 

in complex images with little visual distortion despite the presence of noisy background pixels.  

  

Although the Hough Transform methods for circle detection also use three edge points to cast one vote 

for the potential circular point in the parameter space, they would require huge amounts of memory and 

longer computational time to obtain a sub-pixel resolution. Such methods also require an evidence-

collecting step that has also been ultimately implemented by our method in a different pace as the 

evolution process is performed and the objective function improves at each generation by discriminating 

non plausible circles. Therefore a circle may be located avoiding visiting several image points. 

 

An important contribution is the consideration of the overall circle detection process as a combinatorial 

optimization problem. Such view enables the algorithm to detect arcs or occluded circles still matching 

imperfect circles. The DDE is capable of finding circle parameters according to J(C) instead of making a 

full review of all circle candidates towards detecting occluded or imperfect circles as it is commonly done 

by other methods. 

 

A new objective function has been proposed in order to measure the existence of a candidate circle over 

the edge map of the image. It is based on the neighbourhood of a central pixel by means of the Midpoint 

Circle Algorithm (MCA) [39]. It is important to notice that at this paper, the use of the MCA exhibits 

more precision and confidence than those presented in [18] and [19] which only employ a set of candidate 

points extracted from the sampling of the circular pattern with some chances of missing an actual circle. 

 

In order to test the circle detection accuracy, a score function is defined by Equation (14). It can 

effectively evaluate the mismatch between a manually detected circle and a machine-detected shape. We 

demonstrated that the DDE method outperforms both the GA (as described in [18]) and the AnDE (as 

described in [19]) within a statistically significant framework. 

 

Although Table 2 indicates that the DDE method can yield better results on complicated and noisy images 

in comparison to the GA (as described in [18]) and the AnDE methods, notice that the aim of our paper is 

not intended to beat all the circle detector methods proposed earlier, but to show that the DDE algorithm 

can effectively serve as an attractive method to successfully extract circular shapes in images. 
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